With computers, tangible tools are represented by the hardware (e.g., the central processing unit, scanners, and video display unit), while intangible tools are represented by the software. There is a special category of computer-based software tools (CBSTs) that have the potential to mediate cognitive processes—computer-based cognitive tools (CBCTs). Only a limited number of CBSTs have been designed specifically for educational purposes. It is the design of the educational environment, specifically the educational intent, that transforms student interactions with a CBST to that of a CBCT. Two examples of CBCTs are described. The Interactive Graphic Tool (IGT) facilitates on-screen sketching of graphs. Students receive qualitative feedback, may revise their articulation of graphical knowledge any number of times, and ultimately have access to expert answers for comparison and self-evaluation. The Text Analysis Object (TAO) also facilitates an iterative approach to knowledge construction. The TAO allows a student to type extended answers to questions, receive qualitative and limited summative feedback, and access to both expert and "good-student answers" for comparison and self-evaluation. (Contains 15 references.)
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Abstract: With computers, tangible tools are represented by the hardware (e.g., the central processing unit, scanners, and video display unit), while intangible tools are represented by software. There is a special category of computer-based software tools (CBSTs) that have the potential to mediate cognitive processes—computer-based cognitive tools (CBCTs). Only a limited number of CBSTs have been designed specifically for educational purposes. It is the design of the educational environment, specifically the educational intent, that transforms student interactions with a CBST to that of a CBCT. Two examples of CBCTs are described. The Interactive Graphing Tool (IGT) facilitates on-screen sketching of graphs. Students receive qualitative feedback, may revise their articulation of graphical knowledge any number of times, and ultimately, have access to expert answers for comparison and self-evaluation. The Text Analysis Object (TAO) also facilitates an iterative approach to knowledge construction. The TAO allows a student to type extended answers to questions, receive qualitative and limited summative feedback, and access to both expert and 'good student answers' for comparison and self-evaluation.

Tools, tangible and intangible

Traditionally, tools have been seen to be manifestations of human technology in the form of some physical object—an inclined plane (screw or wedge), pulleys (cranes), or cogs and gears (gear mechanisms on a bicycle), for example. The purpose of these tools was to enhance human physical power, strength and human capabilities. Examples of physical tools that support learning include the humble pen-and-paper or an abacus. In educational settings we must also consider intangible tools (e.g., language, or mathematical symbols) that support human learning and cognition.

Vygotsky (1978) proposed that learning required two mediational means—tangible tools (technical tools) and intangible tools or signs (semiotic tools). At Vygotsky's time of writing, technical tools were actual physical entities (as above), whereas semiotic tools were (and still are) the means by which cognitive functions are mediated. Examples include language, numbers, algebraic notation, mnemonic techniques, graphs and diagrams—most of which may be expressed in the form of media elements that are easily stored, retrieved, and manipulated by computers. With the advent of new technologies the definitions of tools and signs in modern times, has blurred—that is, computers have the ability to mediate cognitive processes. (Duffy & Cunningham, 1996, p. 180).

Computer-based software tools (CBSTs)

Computers combine aspects of physical tools (the hardware) and intangible tools (software). Computers are a means of storing, retrieving, displaying, and manipulating signs (e.g., language, graphs, and mathematical notation). In Figure 1 the distinction between tangible and intangible tools is represented, with particular reference to computer-based tools.

Figure 2 illustrates that CBSTs (e.g., word processors, spreadsheets, concept mapping software, authoring software, and computer programming languages) that facilitate interaction between the learner and various media elements (e.g., text, graphs, video, audio) in an appropriate educational context may also be used to support cognition. That is, some of these computer-based software tools may also function as computer-based cognitive tools.
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Computer-based cognitive tools (CBCTs)

What is a computer-based cognitive tool? In order to address this seemingly simple question, a number of interrelated issues need to be addressed including the:

- functional aspects of a CBCT;
- development of CBCTs (how do the pedagogical and functional issues influence their construction); and
- utilisation of CBCTs to the best effect.

The functional aspect concerns how students use CBCTs to mediate learning—are there any generalisable criteria (e.g., particular media elements or specific CBSTs)? The developmental perspective examines the software authoring tools used to create CBCTs—are some software authoring tools better for developing CBCTs, and/or integrating into courseware? The effective utilisation of CBCTs involves the concept of 'educational intention' or 'intent'.

A student who uses any cognitive tool effectively must necessarily engage (actively), think (deeply), and articulate their knowledge (Jonassen, 1994). In order to mediate cognition, a computer-based cognitive tool should:

- engage the student actively;
- support a deep approach to learning (thinking and reflection);
- provide support for a student to articulate her or his knowledge; and
- be embedded in an educational environment or context with a particular educational intent.

The key difference between a computer-based software tool and a computer-based cognitive tool is the educational intent or educational context. Thus, CBCTs are learning tools with which students communicate,
articulate their thought processes, solve problems, engage in collaborative processes and think. CBCTs are also charged with instructional intent—the intent of the educational, or courseware designer. The computer is the storage, presentation, manipulation and creation device for various types of media—the technology that facilitates the use and function of a CBCT, and a part of the learning environment. The utilisation of the computer, CBCTs and media elements in order to achieve a particular set of student learning outcomes is influenced by the perspective of teaching and learning held by the educational designer. A CBCT may be thought of one component in the learning environment that requires computer-based media elements in order to support and enhance student learning.

The student constructs meaning by using the CBSTs in an educational context, by manipulating media elements from a particular content domain. Many CBSTs that by intent and educational context are utilised by a student as CBCTs may be described as generic tools. Examples of CBSTs that have become CBCTs by inclusion in a particular learning environment/ context are provided in Table 1.

Table 1: Examples of CBSTs in educational contexts as CBCTs

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CBSTs as CBCTs</th>
<th>Educational context</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>databases</td>
<td>Used by students to develop case-studies and build clinical reasoning skills in veterinary microbiology (McNaught, Whithear &amp; Browning, 1994).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>spreadsheets</td>
<td>As part of a course teaching statistics to engineering students (Spedding, 1998).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>concept mapping tools</td>
<td>Students and academics use a concept mapping software (Helfgott, Shankland, Stafford &amp; Samson, 1997) tool to organise, plan, and display concepts in chemistry (Kennedy &amp; McNaught, 1997).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>software tools for developing semantic relationships</td>
<td>The use of Nud*ist for qualitative analysis of transcription (interview) data in educational evaluation (Gahan &amp; Hannibal, 1998).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>computer programming languages</td>
<td>The computer programming language, Logo has been used widely in primary schools to support a wide range of student learning styles by the creation of personal media (Papert, 1993).</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The focus of this paper is not about the cognitive or metacognitive strategies intrinsic to the learner—but the external tools that extend and enhance their thinking processes. People do not learn from computers any more than they learn from a CBCT. The potential is there for people to learn with a CBCT. An example is a calculator. It is only using the calculator software (a CBST) in an appropriate context, with intent (motivation) that understanding can be arrived at. A student may use a calculator to find the logarithm of a number with little understanding of what a logarithm represents. However, the use of the same CBST in a chemistry class to explore the effects of small changes in the value of pH in a solution (the acidity or concentration of the hydrogen ions in a solution is defined as $-\log_{10}[H^+]$) is using the calculator software as a cognitive tool.

Computer-based cognitive tools can facilitate problem-solving by providing tools to access, manipulate and structure data from large, customisable, subject databases (Whitbear, Browning, Brightling & McNaught, 1994). Carefully designed CBCTs can scaffold learning by modelling complex environments or expert problem-solving strategies. Computer-based cognitive tools can also provide relevant context-sensitive feedback by requiring a student to externalise (articulate, report, discuss, think-aloud) what are very often, internal processes (Collins, Brown & Newman, 1989).

Many examples of computer-facilitated learning environments have a variety of CBCTs integrated within the software. Exploring the Nardoo (an award-winning CD-Rom) has been developed using a synthesis of the ideas from 'constructivist learning environments, situated learning and problem-based learning in rich information landscapes to form the basis for effective design' (Harper & Hedberg, 1997, p. 14). The Nardoo provides an interface with access to number of very detailed databases of content. The databases contain plant and animal descriptions, pre-determined values of measures of water quality (e.g., nitrogen, oxygen, phosphorous, water turbidity), procedural knowledge, a number of presentation genres for knowledge construction and presentation—accessed by the student using a variety of CBCTs and supported by access to multiple forms of media. There are a number of CBCTs embedded in, and fundamental to, the Nardoo software. They include:

- three student-controlled simulators;
Principles of successful use of CBCTs

CBCTs must be incorporated into a well-structured CFL environment that does not impose high cognitive demands by virtue of a complex user interface. Students will then be better able to engage in higher order thinking processes involving reflection, synthesis and analysis.

Computer-based cognitive tools are software constructions that:
- are simple for students to use;
- function best in a constructivist learning environment;
- provide the opportunity for students to address meaningful questions in a realistic context and receive appropriate and timely feedback;
- encourage students to 'take on' the ownership of their own learning;
- off-load basic cognitive demands while the learner focuses on higher level processes;
- facilitate the development of deeper and richer knowledge structures;
- facilitate collaborative and negotiative learning experiences that provide opportunities for students to explore, test, and validate their conceptions; and
- are unintelligent tools (unlike those claimed by intelligent tutoring systems) that facilitate a dialogue between teachers and learners and feedback appropriate to the task.


In addition, CBCTs extend some of the characteristics above through their facility to offer intrinsically different representations or views of data and/or phenomena not possible through other means and hence provide new understandings (e.g., powerful user-controlled visual simulations to make abstract concepts more visible).

Computer-based cognitive tools are not intended to make the task easier, or reduce information processing (Jonassen, 1994). In the evaluation of the two CBCTs briefly described here students have (sometimes grudgingly) admitted that a CBCT (e.g., the interactive graphing tool) required them to work harder for the answer. The students also thought this was 'probably better' for them because they couldn't simply click on an answer provided by the lecturer. Using CBCTs requires a student to:
- analyse and compare different representations of content (which may be in different forms of media elements);
- construct, refine and represent mental models; and
- articulate her or his understanding in some meaningful way.

Using CBCTs is not a 'free ride', it is demanding, challenging, and basically hard work. The following two examples briefly illustrate the relationship between media elements, instructional intent, and computer-based cognitive tools. The references provide more complete descriptions.

Cognitive tools in action: Two examples

The Interactive Graphing Tool (IGT) is intended to overcome some of the criticisms of static or animated versions of graphical knowledge. Instead, the IGT requires students to sketch a graph on screen, using the mouse as a drawing tool, and can respond to a wide range of common graph types including logarithmic, exponentials, curves, and straight lines. The IGT facilitates an iterative approach to articulating and understanding graphical representations of knowledge by actively involving students in the construction of these representations, and providing customisable (by the academic) multiple responses for more appropriate feedback (Kennedy & Fritze, 1998). Students receive qualitative feedback, may revise their articulation of graphical knowledge any number of times, and ultimately, have access to expert answers for comparison and self-evaluation. Figure 3 shows both the steps required for teachers to use the IGT, and also how the IGT responds to student input. The IGT has been evaluated in the teaching of kinetics in chemistry.

Another CBCT is the Text Analysis Object (TAO). The TAO facilitates the development of text-based extended question-and-answer problems. The design of the TAO focused upon developing a learning tool that facilitates extended answer/ short answer questions. Using the TAO, a student is able to generate a more
meaningful answer by articulating her or his understanding, rather than merely recognising the lecturer's representation of the knowledge, as in multiple-choice questions. The TAO has been designed to support an iterative approach to knowledge construction by requiring a student to type an answer to a question into a text field, submit the answer for checking by a software algorithm, and then receive meaningful feedback. The student then has the opportunity to refine her or his answer a number of times, each time receiving feedback. Feedback provided by

Figure 3: The functionality of the IGT

the TAO software engine to the student is determined by using a key word and key phrase search of the text entered by the student. The TAO software engine/ software algorithm has been designed to utilise a two-tiered, hierarchical feedback mechanism—distinguishing between concepts (major ideas or principles) and details (generally factual knowledge) in providing feedback to students (Kennedy, Ip, Adams & Eizenberg, 1999). Academic staff provide the information about concepts and details that the TAO engine uses in providing feedback to students. This is time consuming but valuable if the work is seen as a way of progressively building up effective learning resources. The TAO has been evaluated in the teaching of anatomy to medical students.
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Figure 4: The functionality of the TAO
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